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REPORT OF THE JOINT INSPECTION UNIT CN THE COMMISSION

A. INTRODUCTION .

1. The Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) is an organizational entity within the

United Nations system consisting of a body of independent Inspectors who have the

broadest powers of investigation into all matters having a bearing on the

efficiency of the services and the proper use of fluids of the organizations of the

United Nations system. The Joint Inspection Unit came into being pursuant to General

Assembly resolution 2360 (XXIl), as of 1 January I968, upon the recommendation of the

Ad-hoc Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the

specialized agencies.

2. Within the context of its raandate and its approved work programme, the JIU

is making a number of studies on progress in implementing General Assembly

resolution 32/197 on the restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the

United Nations system (the restructuring resolution). One such study covers the

relationships between the Director-General for Development and International Economic

Co-operation and.entities of the United Hations secretariat. The present report on

the Economic Commission for Africa (annexed hereto) is the first of a series on the

regional commissions. In carrying out this study, the JIU Inspectors have had a

wide spectrum of consultations. Apart from visits to ECA headquarters in Addis Ababa

and United Rations Headquarters in New York, the Inspectors and their research team

have visited and held consultations with four of the five ECA MULP0Cs3 several African

Governments and intergovernmental organizations. In addition, the Inspectors have

sought the views of a cross-section of United Nations system officials in and outside

Africa.

3. The. report itself covers the over-all programme of the Commission, the

programming process and secretariat operations, and considers how far the system

has moved, since the 1960s», in the implementation of restructuring and decentralization

mandates, (more recently General Assembly resolutions 32/197 9. 33/202 and 3^/206.)..
The report arrives at a number of conclusions and makes several recommendations.

All of these are summarized below for the benefit of member States.

B. THE OVER.-ALL PROGRAMME

k. A bird's eye view of the programme is provided in this section of the report

which makes the telling point that ECA's regular budget has grown little (by about

1.7 per cent annually), over the past decade despite the multiples varied and

complex tasks which the Commisoion has been called upon to undertake during a similar

period of time. In this connexion, despite the limited resources available to the

Commission and their thin spread over ECA's many programmes; the Inspectors have

found favour with the Commission's multidisciplinary approach to development in the

following words "...this multisectoral breadth of operations is an important element

of ECA's 'development centre' functions and its continental perspective" (paragraph

12). The "development centre1' functions mentioned in this quotation refer to the

manadate conferred by the General Assembly upon the regional commissions in its

restructuring resolution through which regional commissions are recognised as "the

main general economic and social development centres within the United Nations system

for the .respective regions" . .
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5. Included in this section of the report is the observation by the Inspectors

that the most important change in ECA's programme over the recent past has been^

the Commission's concern with programming activities and the more direct operational

role assumed by ECA in line with its being conferred executing agency status under

General Assembly resolution 33/202. This observation is supported by the grovth in

extrabudgetary funding which has increased in dollar terms during the period

197U-1983 from $US13.9 million to $US 36 million, equivalent to an increase of

approximately 10 per cent per annum.

6. Many of the trends in ECA activities, the Inspectors observe are visible in

the other regional commissions.

C. THE PROGRAMMING PROCESS

7. The expanded functions devolving upon the Commission by the restructuring

resolution require a stronger programming effort by ECA to enable it to fulfil

these functions. The Inspectors believe that a set of factors converge to make
ECA well placed to perform this role. Among these are the fact that ECA has become

the primary source of basic socio-economic data on Africa and the significance of

ECA's institution-building work in Africa. In their belief, the Inspectors are not
unmindful that co-ordinated programming is difficult if only because of the sheer

increase in development assistance. Nor do they ignore the fact that scarce

financial resources, while making the need for an integrated set of development

activities imperative, make it, at the same time ; difficult to achieve. However,

in all this'the Inspectors see ECA's role in the programming" environment as pivotal,

requiring the building of effective and practical mechanisms in order to allow ECA

to work closely with other partners in a common effort to develop Africa. The

Pan-African Documentation and Information System (PADIR) which is building up a

computerized data base to which all participants in the African development process

will have ready access would be one important avenue with considerable potential for

drawing participants together for consultations and information exchange. To
facilitate the programming process, the Inspectors feel that, while IMDP co-operation
with ECA is close, ECA/United Nations Headquarters joint programming needs to.be

strengthened.

8. Turning their attention to internal programming^ the Inspectors find certain

weaknesses with secretariat mechanisms. Specifically, they hold the view that

systematic, centrally-directed programming is deficient and that the ECA MULPOCs/
headquarters programming operations could be strengthened with a view to achieving
complete integration of programmes. They perceive an additional weakness to be the

lack of a formal monitoring system. To provide systematic feedback on programme

performance and improve future project and programme implementation, the Inspectors

advise that ECA must make a specific assignation of evaluation and monitoring system

development, co-ordination, training and oversight responsibilities.

9. On a broader fronts and of signal importance to member States, the1Inspectors

call for new regional -programming approaches. This forward-looking proposal is

dealt with in paragraphs U6 to 55 and suggest a reversal of programming roles

whereby Governments will increasingly take over responsibility for programming,/

managing and evaluating regional projects, in the context of self-reliance, with ;
the United Nations system playing a supporting role. The Inspectors specifically
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recommend that the Director-General for Development and International Economic

Co-operation should investigate new approaches for the programming and management of

United Nations system inter country projects and consider that the WHO model which,

in their view- emphasizes the development of collective self-reliance, should

inspire the investigation.

D. OPERATIONS

10. The Inspectors next turn their attention to how the secretariat has geared

itself to cope with its shifting responsibilities from research-oriented to

operational institution and how it has fared. They conclude that improved management

must be given top priority as ECA moves further into its new operating role. The

Inspectors find much that the secretariat can to do rise to the challenge, including:

(a) A need to loosen rigid bureaucratic procedures;

(b_) A need to introduce management improvement systems including timely financial

reporting-

(_c) A need to speed up the recruitment process which can be aided by a wider

delegation of authority from Headquarters:

(d) A need to improve administrative support to the MULPOCs \ and

. (e) A need to hasten the development and utilization of computer systems and

to improve the quantity and quality of its equipment.

11. However, if there is a single recurrent theme which threads its way throughout

this chapter and indeed the report, it may be summed up in the following words

"too much to do with too little resources".

12. This question of the insufficiency of human resources is dealt with extensively

in paragraphs 69 through 82 which indicates how unfavourably ECA j;j placed vis-a-vis

Headquarters offices in terms of the grading of posts, rates of turnover., and

budgetary growth. Similarly, reference to the resource question is met at every

turn under the section which deals with the MULPOCs (paragraphs 83 to 96) whose

resources were described by JIU Inspectors as far back as 1975 as "patently'

inadequate" and continue to be so today:

"... each MULPOC needs a small core group of programme and administrative

./professionals, with specific project people attached to this core as

required. Although extra-budgetary resources from the United Nations, UNDP

and other organizations would be most welcome, the Inspectors believe that

the. core group should be funded from the United Nations regular budget, as

were the subregional offices and UNDATs before them. Without this stability,

it appears that not only the operational effectiveness of the MULPOCs will be

in jeopardy, but also their very existence" (paragraph 96).
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13. In.summing up their analysis of the personnel situation at ECA the Inspectors

advise that I;... declining regular budget postsy patchwork personnel structure

excessive staff turnover, modest grade levels slow recruitment resulting

vacancies, geographic distribution constraints and other personnel problems

seriously jeopardize the strengthening of ECA which the General Assembly mandated.

In light of these hindrances 3 it is commendable that ECA has moved as far forward

as it has. To consolidate and extend the progress mades ECA needs greater authority

and operational flexibility9 particularly in recruitment, for personnel matters as

for management in general. It needs staff increases to meet its new responsibilities,

greater continuity through more stable staffing arrangements and more rotations,

secondments, reassignments and Headquarters missions to reinforce its work. This

decentralizing and strengthening process would place it on a comparable basis with

other executing agencies for operational work" (paragraph 82).

E. IMPLEMENTATION OF RESTRUCTURING AND DECENTRALIZATION MANDATES

Ik. This section of the report identifies the basic restructuring tasks given to

ECA and others within the United Nations system under the restructuring

resolution and summarises the progress made so far in carrying out these tasks,

which are described hereunder:

(a,) Main general economic and social development centres for the region;

(b) Team leadership and responsibility for co-ordination and co-operation at

the regional level;

(_c) Inputs for global policy-making processes of the competent United Nations

organs and participation in the implementation of decisions;

(d.) Common definition of regions and subregions and identical location of

offices;

(e_) Strengthened relations with other United Nations system organizations and

UNDP in operational aciivities, including preparation of intercountry programmes,

and acting as executing agency for projects;

(f) Assistance to countries in identifying co-operative projects-, and strengthen

ing subregioiial cr.d lr:'-,'-T-i-er;LoncJ- economic co-operation activities;

Cg_) Expansion of arrangements for continuous exchange of information and

experience among the commissions to strengthen inter-regional co-operation;

(h) Delegation of necessary authority, and adequate budgetary and financial

provision for regional commission activities; and

(i) Rationalization ol commission structures, inter-alia, b> otreamlining

subsidiary machinery.
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15. An analysis of the Inspectors5 presentation as to what has "been done to

implement these tasks reveals that, where action has been required on ECA's
initiative the relevant tasks have been undertaken and have been fully or partially

met. By contrast, where action depends upon others, progress has been slow.

16. Turning to the process of decentralization of authority and responsibility, the

Inspectors conclude that very little has been achieved, principally because of a

reluctance by Headquarters offices to divest themselves of resources and of

entrapment by a zero-growth or limited growth budget. As the Inspectors put it

"this is presently the 'Achilles heel' in the implementation of the restructuring

mandate" (paragraph 109). In this regard the Inspectors make a specific call for

action in paragraph 125:

"Unless firm steps are taken now, however9 the process will continue to drag

along as in the past. If the greater responsiveness and effectiveness

expected from the many restructuring and decentralization resolutions are ever

to be achieved, the time has come clearly, comprehensively and specifically

to determine what 'restructuring1 and 'decentralization' mean for the United

Nations and its regional commissions^ and to take action".

F. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

17. The foregoing has been summed up admirably by the Inspectors in paragraphs 129

to 132 of their report.

"129. Over the past 2k years ECA has gradually and painstakingly attempted

to carve out a proper role for itself in African development. It appears

to have had a wide variety of significant if unobtrusive successes in its

research.- advisory and institution-building efforts. At the same time, it has

encountered difficulties in trying to meet the many urgent African needs which

African countries and the many other inter-governmental, bilateral and

multilateral agencies engaged in African development have also sought to address

if130. Recent events give promise of clarifying and strengthening the ECA role.

In the restructuring resolution of 1977. the General Assembly designated the

regional commissions as 'main general economic and social development centres'

and gave them 'teem leadership and responsibility for co-ordination and

co-operation' of United nations system activities in their regions. They were

designated as 'executing agencies' for certain projects in the field, and the

many decentralization resolutions indicated that they would become important

field operational-arms of'the United Nations development programmes.

|:131. However, ECA must earn its new leadership role through high-quality

performance. Five years after the restructuring resolution, it has made

recognizable progress in increasing extra-budgetary resources, expanding,

operational and programming efforts. and decentralizing programming and

operational authority and responsibility to its sub-regional MULPOCs. These

actions have raised African member States' expectations and their demands on

ECA to a much higher level.
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"132. Despite these efforts, the Inspectors conclude that ECA activities

are now at a critical stage. With OAU, ECA has served as an intergovernmental

forum and secretariat resource to launch the Lagos Plan as the basic framework

for future African economic and social development. However, the necessary-

authority and adequate "budgetary and financial resources which the

restructuring resolution called for have not yet been provided. This jeopardizes

the important role which ECA is expected to play in implementation of the Lagos

Plan. There is much potential for greater United Nations system co-operation

and co-ordination and for greater participation by African Member States in

regional programming, but ECA has not been able to fully assume its 'team
leader' role in this area. The many new responsibilities have strained existing

resources and capabilities at ECA headquarters and in its sub-regional offices.

Delays in implementing the many restructuring and decentralization mandates

have seriously hampered appropriate ECA actions".

18. The Inspectors then go on to propose measures which they consider are required

to allow ECA: to maintain its present positive momentum and to realize its potential

for responsive and effective team leadership of United Nations system development

efforts in Africa.

19. These recommendations are to be found in paragraphs 13U to ikk of the report and
concern measures which are to be taken through, with or by ECA itself, the United

Nations proper and organizations of the United Nations system. They require careful

study by member States.

20. In paragraph 17 of document E/ECA/CM.8/8 presented to this Conference under the

agenda item entitled resolutions and decisions adopted by the General Assembly at its
thirty-sixth session which are of concern to the Commission, reference has been made

to General Assembly resolution 36/178 on the Multinational Programming and Operational

Centres. That resolution, inter-alia, invited the Secretary-General, in consultation

with the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme and the Executive

.Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, to submit to the Economic and Social

Council, at its second regular session of 1982, a report on the financing of the

MULPOCs on an established basis. The resolution also requested the Secretary-General

to submit to the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session a report on the

implementation of that resolution. .

21. As member States would wich to guide the Executive Secretary in his consultations

with the Secretary-General and the UNDP Administrator, they may find it .useful to

recollect the Inspectors' perception of the MULPOCs.. their pressing needs and

attendant problems as reflected in paragraphs 83 to 96 of their report. These are:

the significance of the MULPOCs in the'transformation of ECA into an operational

institution; their pivotal role in "grassroots" programming to ensure that ECA

programming'activities are attuned to felt needs at the subregional level rather than
being mere stereotyped responses to regional problems; the need for technical

specialists with practical competence who can become involved in well planned

activities which address critical subregional development problems in depth; the

insignificant level of financial resources and the effect of the perennial

uncertainty of assured, financing on staff stability and efficiency.
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22. Equally, having reflected on the report and the Inspectors7 recommendations

on the wider issues which confront the Commission, member States would certainly

want to make their views and reactions known to the thirty-seventh session of the

General Assembly through the Economic and Social Council.




